Potential Problems with Steam Turbine Throttle Controls

On February 14, 1993, a tank vessel transiting off the coast of California experienced a throttle control failure, which resulted in a loss of propulsion. The vessel was taking on ballast, at maneuvering speed, while enroute to Valdez, Alaska.

The throttle control failure caused the astern throttle valve to fully open, resulting in increased steam flow. This caused a surge on the steam boilers and forced the boilers to shut down on the low-low water cut out. Engine room throttle control was quickly established and the boilers were re-lit. The vessel safely proceeded to Puget Sound for investigation and repairs.

The opening of the astern throttle valve was caused by the failure of a wire resistor, known as the feedback slide wire resistor (potentiometer). The resistor, located in the astern position sensor, failed in the open position. Contributing to the casualty was the mis-positioning of the astern lockout limit switch, in the ahead sensor.

The tank vessel is designed with General Electric (G.E.) steam turbines and the G.E. "Electric Throttle Control Position Loop" control system. This control system can be found on hundreds of U.S. and foreign flag vessels with G.E. steam turbines built between 1962 and the mid 70's and the same potential for failure may exist on these vessels.

The cross-locking system that prevents the astern valve from opening at normal sea speed was automatically released because the vessel was at maneuvering speed (75-80 rpm). When the feedback slide wire resistor failed “open” and with the astern lockout limit switch mis-positioned at 75 rpm, the astern throttle valve was free to open. Subsequently, the setting of the astern lock out limit switch was changed to a lower ahead rpm set point (40-30 rpm). Lowering this setting keeps the astern throttle valve locked out to a lower ahead speed value. Care must be taken to ensure proper overlap in the sequencing of the closing of the ahead throttle valves and the opening of the astern throttle valve. If the sequencing of the ahead and the astern lockout limit switches are not correct, boiler safety valves may be lifted.
This G.E. steam turbine and control system has had few other operational problems, but, like any system that contains moving parts and is over 15 years old, will begin to experience failures if not properly maintained. Recognizing the potential dangers of these older electrical items, Ecology strongly urges each company to visually and electrically check the feedback slide wire resistors for wear and linear operation. In addition, an analysis of all similar parts in the throttle control system that may contribute to throttle failure should be undertaken and those electrical parts examined and replaced if necessary. Your local G.E. steam turbine field service representative can assist in this analysis and has the latest safety bulletins for these systems.

**MORE SAFETY ADVISORY BULLETINS**

- **SAB 94-03**: Piston Crown Maintenance (00-08-006)
- **SAB 94-02**: Importance of Preventative Maintenance (00-08-007)
- **SAB 94-01**: Potential Problems with Steam Turbine Throttle Controls (00-08-005)
- **SAB 99-02**: Passage Planning for the Oregon and Washington Coasts: Special Considerations (99-256)
- **SAB 99-01**: Traffic Separation Scheme and Puget Sound Vessel Traffic Service (99-253)
- **SAB 98-01**: Shipboard Systems Modifications (98-252)

For additional copies of **Safety Advisory Bulletins**, call or Fax us at the number below, or visit our website. Please be sure to provide your name, address and phone number.

**Phone**: (360) 407-7455  
**Fax**: (360) 407-7288 or 1-800-664-9184  